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TSARLONG
mother
you sowed,

As the seeds of me

The News Letter of English Dept. Brought out by the Reporting Club – April 2016

As you breathed new life inside me
And slowly watched me grow,
In all your dreams about me
When you planned me out so well,
When you couldn’t wait to have me there
Inside your heart to dwell,
Did you ever think that maybe
I was planning for you too,
And choosing for my very own
A mother just like you?
A mother who smelled sweet and who
Had hands so creamy white,
A tender, loving creature
Who would soothe me in the night?
did you ever think in all those days?
While you were coming due,
That as you planned a life for me
I sought a life with you?
and now as I lay in your arms,
I wonder if you knew
While you were busy making me,
I was choosing you.

Dear Friends ..........
Good conduct is right thought, right speech
and right action. It is virtuous deeds in
harmony with divine law, reflecting the
soul's innate purity. As a staff is used to
climb a mountain, so must virtue be used in
life….
Tsarlong ....

A Dog and a Bone
Tenzin Choeden VIII K
A dog walks with hunger
Found a bone sooner
He picked with is hand
On the hand was a little and
So he went to eat
To the side of shop of a meat
When he was on a way, he saw a pond
All the water was beyond
When he saw his reflection
He has no objection
But to say something
To that thing
So when he bark, the bone
Fell down and it was gone
So with sad expression
he went away with tension

Having an elder sister
Tenzin Choekyi VII B
Having an elder sister
Is a luck for me to have
She makes me laugh
Whenever I cry
She teaches me good things
When I don’t know every thing

Baby’s Choice
Tenzing Engsel X K
Did you ever think, dear
Tsarlong
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When I got in trouble
She solves that problem
Not to broke my heart
Is all she really try
Always be having scold
When I got her in trouble
Always smiling at near me
When she is crying in her heart
She can sacrifice her life for me
That’s all the reason why I
love her a lot

and pleasant world. All people think why is
it important? At school, teacher teaches lot
of things to the students and when the
student didn’t listen to it, and then there is
of no use for us. So at last I want to say that
you should do your study by listening that
most of the precious person of the world
says “hear more than you talk’’

My Best Friend

When you don’t even realize that you are
here to shape your future. Think about your
beloved parents who do not care about
themselves, despite everything they always
try to afford whatever that you need. One
day, you will come up with the reaction,
“Oh, no! That’s entirely my fault”. But you
won’t be able to go back and rub your
mistakes. As the saying goes “there is no
print, crying over spilt milk”. Indeed, that’s
true; before you do something you must
think twice and take a good step. so that
you won’t feel regret later on. The principle
here in this situation is to build up your
knowledge and study. You got to stricken all
the obstacles and make your school life the
most memorable one. That’s actually
gauche, that elders usually persuade to
study for a better job or for you better life
ahead.

Reminiscent
Pema Dechen X B

Tenzin Ingsel VI K
My best friend name is Tenzin Bhuti. She is
11 years old. She is in Selakui because of
her good study. Everyone loves her. She is
very kind and helpful. Whenever we want
help she is there to help us. I love my friend
very much but the problem is she is very
lazy. Whenever we have to go fast she
walked lazily and we all get late. But she is
so kind. Now days she is not in our school
so we all miss her so much. Without her
there is no one to help us. I miss her. Love
you my friend.
Listen more then you talk
Tenzin Tsoknyi VIII K
Hearing is more important then you talk.
Listening more then you talk can be very
mighty and if you use this you can learn a
lot of things about other people and
practice humility in how you react. As you
all know that hearing or listening is the
most important thing when you are
studying and doing any work in this wonder
Tsarlong

But I don’t believe that we must study just
for this current life. It can also make your
future a better and bright one. Study
doesn’t only mean to know everything
taught by your teachers. It’s just like you
have to apply them in your daily routine.
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However, we are here just to make our
future bright. Not even this, carrying the
huge responsibility “future seeds of Tibet”.
We have a responsibility to preserve and
promote our rich and unique culture
generation to generation. Refuge here,
depending on others we just don’t have any
idea that the lifestyle we are having now is
all because of our Holiness and our beloved
parents. My words may be boring and
irritating as these are words is said usually
and seems to be like bicker arguing about
silly things. But it’s significant
to know these all.

Florence. They used their rhetorical skills to
strongly rally people of Florence against
their enemies. As we can see, the
philosophy of the humanism played a great
role during the renaissance. In turn the
renaissance was a major turning point in
history in just about every element of
society. This was the time when people
questioned what they had always known.
They searched for their own truths and
believed in themselves. Humanism has
helped man realize his/her capability and
made him certain of his own
immortality.

Humanism

Thank you India

Tenzin Lungrik X B

Lobsang Lhundup VIIB

The renaissance was a major turning point
in western intellectual and cultural
tradition. Many of the changes were
centered around the idea of humanism.
Humanism is the philosophy predominantly
centered on human interest. During this
time people started to became less “god
centered ‘’and more ‘’human centered”
these changes could be seen in the politics,
education and the arts.

In this world, there are so many different
countries. Most countries have freedom but
our country doesn’t have. China occupied
our country Tibet in 1959. I think that they
have not only been cruel to Tibetans but
trampled millions and millions of Tibetan
like ants. Since then, our leader His Holiness
the Dalai Lama came to exile in India along
with followers. India welcomed us and also
provided us shelter. We have not lost our
culture and religion and history, as in India
we are extremely happy staying here with
Indian brothers and sister. We have
freedom and liberty like the Indians have.
We live in a peace; I want to express our
gratitude for being such wonderful host on
behalf of all Tibetans living all over the
world. We will never forget your kindness
for helping our country Tibet. Thank you
once again.

The major political change of renaissance
was the change from the old feudal system
to the more flexible and liberal class
system. This was the most noticeable in
Italy, where the division consisted of the
old, rich, the new rich nobles, the middle
class and the lower middle class. The
humanism philosophy was very popular
with the people and much political
humanism even became chancellors of
Tsarlong
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How One Can Live TB Free Life

across. For different diseases, there are
various kinds of injection or treatments to
eliminate against these disgusting harmful
microbes which are increasing their
population. We should always use our
handkerchief while sneezing. It will
definitely help other people from suffering
infectious diseases (communicable). We
shall think about the future generation,
who will have to live in deoxygenated
surrounding after all. Please think about
other for all the sake.

(Winner of essay contest)
Tenzin Yangdon VIII K
If not wanting to be an infectious person,
we must be careful of ourselves for not
causing the diseases. It is usually said that
“prevention is better than cure”. I believe in
this statement and it’s true that we must
beware from the dangerous diseases
through several ways. One can spend a
meaningful life if there is no one to harm.
Once we were given birth in this globe,
there is endless of sorrows waiting for us.
But we must also have to learn to protect
ourselves by defeating these diseases as
keeping our body clean and good hygiene
etc.

How one can live TB free life
(Winner of essay contest)
Kunga Tsepal Lama X B
Tuberculosis, known as TB, is a fatal
disease, feared by most people. The
bacteria
mycobacterium
tuberculosis
causes this disease in our body. During the
past years, TB was considered one of the
most dangerous diseases. Most of the
victim was poor and uneducated people.
These days, thanks to the further
development of medicine and technology, it
is not very dangerous when compared to
the past. But still, one cannot ignore it
completely. In order to be cured, the
patient should go on a strict routine of
taking medicines.

Once on 24th march, a popular scientist
discovered how to cure TB’s bacterial
diseases. As a result, we were safe and
sound because these days tuberculosis can
be treated with the vaccination and
medicines (antibiotic). Thus, as for
awareness and remembrance, we celebrate
every 24th march as an international TB
(tuberculosis) day, a very special one which
gives deep information about this disease.
In early olden days as the environment
were neat and tidy, there are least of
people who suffer from serious disease. But
these days as the greedy humans disarray.
If any single person lo0ve to survive in a tidy
environment, we should not get over united
with creating the technologies. For these
reasons, how every human have to be
involved in many diseases which you come
Tsarlong

There are two types of TB disease,
pulmonary
and
extra
pulmonary.
Pulmonary is related to the disease of lungs
while extra pulmonary is related to the
brain, bones, spines etc. Also there are two
types of Tb infection, latent and active. The
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latent patient has the bacteria but it cannot
be spread. The active patient can spread TB
to others so he/she should take extra
precaution in order not to spread this fatal
disease.

taking precaution and not being ignorant,
one cannot stop from spreading TB. Also
one must share these knowledge and
information to others so that the whole
community can live without being
tormented by this disease. Hence, one can
live a free TB life and also help
others to live a free TB life.

Identifying symptoms are important
because you will be able to know whether
you or others are suffering from TB and
take measures to cure it so that it won’t
spread. Symptoms are of TB are you cough
for 2-3 weeks, coughing blood, loss of
appetite, loss of weight, fever, chest pain.
One must not take these lightly and must
not delay in consulting doctor otherwise the
effects will worsen and it will be too late.

DON’T BE AFRAID OF THE DARK
Tenzin Namgyal IV K
Don’t be afraid of the dark, little one, the
earth must when the day is done. The sun
must be harsh, but moonlight never! And
those stars will be shining forever and
ever...

Taking precaution is the most vital step. So
in order to prevent from getting TB
infection, one must maintain hygiene and
must not contact with people who suffer
from TB. Ignoring them will hurt their
feelings so an individual should not ignore
them but at the same time, he/she should
not stay too close. In order to maintain
hygiene, washing hands before eating will
be helpful. People who are suffering from
TB must not cough out in the open but by
covering your mouth with a handkerchief or
your hand. Sputum should be kept in a
tissue paper and later dispose it by flushing
it in the bathroom burn it. People who are
victims of TB can take measures to stop TB
from being spread. Ergo, they should be
careful.

Be close with the night, there is nothing to
fear, just let your thoughts travel to friends
far and near. By day, it does seem that our
troubles won’t cease, but at night, late at
night, the world is at peace.
FRIENDSHIP-THE STRONGEST BOND
Karma Sonam Nyendak VII B
A friend is need a friend indeed,
friendship is the precious thing which we
can’t buy with nothing and on the other
hand, we can get it easily. Having a bad
company can lead us to follow wrong path
so it is important to choose a good
company so as to make your life better. A
friend is the one whom we share our
feeling, joy and problems. With due respect
I strongly oppose those who say book is our
best friend. I agree book is a good friend
but best friend quiet rare. There are

I think that may by applying this knowledge;
one can live a TB free life. As the saying
goes ‘’prevention is better than cure” so by
Tsarlong
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never let us know about it, you walk on thorns
and give us ripe and tasty fruits. So, today
taking this opportunity I would like share my
deep and true feelings for you both, I love you a
lot that my love is immeasurable and priceless. I
will try my level best to fulfil your wishes and
will certainly repay your kindness when the
time comes. Love you both.
A Visit by Machik Community

different types of friends such as friend,
best friends, just friend and many more. But
from my side true friend is the best
one.
Games and Sports in Students Life
Tenzy Choeying IX K
Physical and mental fitness is essential for every
person. Students have very busy schedule and
they often get tired from it. To perform best, it
is necessary to have a sound mind in a sound
body.

21st April

An inspirational real life story directly related to
our homeland and a very emotional incident.
MACHIK is a community lead by a Tibetan
family who has been living in Canada since
1998.Dr.Lobsang Choedon lak and her family
had done many good jobs which we really can’t
imagine. Congregation of class ten students of
our school; we all were shocked seeing their
achievements in Tibet. They shared all the
obstacles that occurred during their visit in
Tibet. The campaigns and school they build, the
hindrance they faced, our children was so much
inspired. By that, there held a question-answer
round. Lastly we got nothing to tell but just left
with full of blubbering and they changed our
minds. Heads off to you guys; we do need
someone like you all. On behalf of all the staff
and students of Lower TCV Thank you so much
for visiting in our school.

Sports give physical strength whereas games
increase mental power. Sports like cricket,
football, swimming etc improves physical
strength. Games like chess, Sudoku; Chinese
checker etc improves mental strength. They
make our brain active and help us to perform
well. They teach us teamwork which is helpful
in student’s life as well as in professional’s life.
Spots build one’s behavior in such a way that
he/she is able to accept defeat with victory
which produces positive approach towards life.
They make us able to think in stressed condition
that makes our mind sharp.
Parents
Tenzin Losal X B
Parents, mother give birth gave to
us and care for us since, we came to her womb,
till now and till our death. Father you work for
our family’s future. Father is our super hero but
you treat your girls like princess and boys like
prince. You never let us down in front of others.
You stay with us from our birth and wish till the
time of our death. I realize I am grateful to you
for bringing me into this world. Staying with me;
being there in all my ups and downs, shoulder
that I can lean upon, a mirror that I can look up
to, a hope that always keeps me hopeful. Dear
parents, you always struggle for our sake but
Tsarlong

Pema Dechen X B

Club Members

Pema Dechen
Tenzin Losal
Tenzin Choying
Tenzin Choeden
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